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Katy Mcallister - Jupiter
Misc Unsigned Bands

Jupiter - Katy McAllister
No capo
Intro   Dm C Bb  C
                  Dm
your heart is the sun
                          C
and the leaves are your soul
                           Bb
blowing, blowing through clouds,
                                       C
which are really just your dreams at night
                   Dm
your eyes are the stars
               C
your hand is mars
                           Bb
holding, holding me out to fly
                                 C
and I no longer have this great fear of heights, fear of
heights

(Chorus)
      F                       Cm
and Jupiter has got nothing on you
                        Bb
the universe does no justice to just what you do to me
              C
it s like breaking but waking the inside of me
          F                       Cm
and the milky way is but only a galaxy
                           Bb
shine through me like the moon
                      C      Dm   C    Bb    C
baby Jupiter s got nothing on you

             Dm                  C
suddenly I m lost in this dark sky (dark sky)
                  Bb
I m no longer dreaming of blue skies
                      C
I m wrapped up in the night
                  Dm
it s like violins play all around me
C
bittersweet twinkling on reality
Bb



if I can t find my way, well
       C
I don t mind, I don t mind

          F                   Cm
cuz Jupiter has got nothing on you
                       Bb
the universe does no justice to just what you do to me
            C
it s like breaking but waking the inside of me
        F                        Cm
and the milky way is but only a galaxy
                         Bb
shine through me like the moon
       C                    F  Cm
baby Jupiter s got nothing on you
Bb   C
ohh

Bridge:

Bb
lift me up high
let be with the sky
F
gracefully rise
slow to sing I ll be
Gm
I m on your mind
                             C
when I m drifting around the rings of Saturn

F          Cm
Jupiter, Jupiter
                        Bb
the universe does no justice to just what you do to me
             C
it s like breaking but, breaking but
       F                        Cm
and the milky way is but only a galaxy

(fading)

PS: I m not really sure about the 2nd chord used during the bridge. F is the
closest one 
I got... any suggestions? Thank you!


